Founded in 2002, the Center for Progressive Reform is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit research and educational organization comprising a network of scholars across the nation dedicated to protecting health, safety, and the environment through analysis and commentary. CPR believes sensible safeguards in these areas serve important shared values, including doing the best we can to prevent harm to people and the environment, distributing environmental harms and benefits fairly, and protecting the earth for future generations. CPR rejects the view that the economic efficiency of private markets should be the only value used to guide government action. Rather, CPR supports thoughtful government action and reform to advance the well-being of human life and the environment. Additionally, CPR believes people play a crucial role in ensuring both private and public sector decisions that result in improved protection of consumers, public health and safety, and the environment.
Despite the apparent violations of federal regulations, a Federal District Court in North Dakota dismissed a class action suit brought by several of the injured residents of Minot, threatening to prevent a jury from hearing their claims that the railroad was negligent in causing the derailment. The railroad's negligence was irrelevant, said the court, because the plaintiffs' claims were preempted by safety regulations promulgated by the FRA. 4 Other courts have followed the North Dakota ruling, finding that the mere existence of a federal railroad safety regulation trumped an individual's right to sue, regardless of whether the regulated railroad followed the regulations or not.
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Recognizing the importance of access to the courts, Congress addressed the inability of those injured in the Minot derailment to seek legal recourse by amending the law governing railway safety to make clear that the Minot case and cases like it were not preempted by federal regulation. In July 2007, as part of the "Implementing Recommendations of the 9/11 Commission Act of 2007" (the 9/11 Act), Congress explicitly preserved an injured person's right to sue when a railway fails to comply with a federal standard, its own standard created pursuant to a federal regulation, or a state standard not in conflict with the federal standard pertaining to rail safety. 6 Yet, in the early months of the Obama Administration, when the top political posts still had not been filled, the FRA continued to write broad preemption language into the preambles to its rules asserting that injured parties have no ability to seek compensation for their injuries or loss of loved ones.
7 Some courts have deferred to this expansive preemption language finding no substantive change to FRA's The Truth About Torts: Regulatory Preemption at the FRA power to preempt and construing Congress' clarifying language in the 9/11 Act very narrowly. 8 Recently, President Obama issued two executive memoranda addressing the process by which agencies develop regulations. The first directs the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) to consult with agency heads to develop a set of recommendations for a new Executive Order on regulatory review, and the second, directly addressing preemption, explicitly calls for executive departments and agencies to include statements of preemption in regulations only when such statements have a legal basis and to abide by the requirements of Executive Order 13132, which instructs agencies on federalism and preemption principles. 9 The second memorandum also prohibits federal agencies from including preemptive language in a regulatory preamble unless such language is also included in the regulation. Finally, the second memorandum requires federal agencies to review regulations issued within the past 10 years that contain preemptive language to assess whether such provisions are legally justified. President Obama's Preemption Memorandum echoes several of the solutions proposed in the Center for Progressive Reform's "Truth about Torts" series, of which this paper is the seventh installment. The sixth, Rethinking Regulatory Preemption and its Impact on Public Health (CPR White Paper 902, March 2009)-developed with the input of experts in the academic, public interest, government and private sectors-proposed both legislative and executive branch solutions. The series began with Using Agency Preemption to Undercut Consumer Health and Safety (CPR White Paper 704, Sept. 2007), a broad overview of preemption, explaining how the courts have ruled on the issue, and how key health and safety agencies-the Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC), the FRA, the Food and Drug Administration (FDA), and the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA)-departed from their position of either opposing preemption or taking a neutral stance to actively advocate preemption in their rulemakings during the Bush Administration. Our examination has included separate, in-depth analyses of the CPSC, NHSTA, and with this paper, the FRA, to gain a better understanding of the dangers of this arrogation of power by these different agencies. This paper's examination of the FRA begins with a short background of the growth of the railroad industry and the creation and structure of the FRA and its regulatory authority. It will take a closer look at congressional changes to the controlling statute and the judicial opinions interpreting the statute before and after the changes.
The second half of the paper discusses the reasons why a complementary system of federal regulatory standards and state common law is the best way to achieve railroad safety for passengers and railroad employees. In brief, it argues that a complementary tort system should be retained because:
The FRA is a resource-starved agency unable to prevent accidents • : State common law provides a backstop for the failure of the agency to adequately investigate accidents or enforce its regulations. Because the agency has placed so much responsibility with industry to regulate itself, the tort system is needed to serve as an independent monitor of industry's activities to ensure they are undertaken with safety in mind. The FRA is unable to hold railroads accountable for improving safety • : The agency relies on the railroad industry as a partner in doing its job, which hinders its ability to spur the railroad industry into taking appropriate measures to prevent railway accidents.
State common law preserves corrective and protective justice:
• A person's right to seek redress for harm inflicted on him or her should never be obliterated by federal preemptive power.
Finally, this paper offers recommendations for how the FRA and Congress can each promote the complementary roles that federal regulation and state common law can play in ensuring greater railroad safety.
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Background
With very few roads in the new nation during the 1820s, the Allegheny Mountains in the Eastern United States posed a significant barrier to East-West commerce. Railroads already existed in England, and the citizens in Baltimore, Maryland, brought the idea of railway transportation to America to promote westward expansion of commerce from the eastern seaboard. 10 The Baltimore & Ohio Railroad was an immense success and grew to interlace with railroads from other towns and cities during the 1850s. Safety at railroad crossings quickly became an issue and, in an 1888 opinion, the U.S. Supreme Court recognized the need for legislation to address railroad safety.
11 One hundred years later, with the advent of a massive interstate highway system in the 1950s and 1960s, different problems demanded attention.
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Preemption Under the Federal Railroad Safety Act
Congress created the FRA in 1966 as one of several agencies concerned with transportation issues under the Department of Transportation, and four years later enacted the Federal Railroad Safety Act (FRSA) to "promote safety in every area of railroad operations and to reduce railroad-related accidents and incidents."
13 As originally enacted, the FRSA included a provision addressing federal preemption of state law. 14 The introductory language of the provision generally called for the uniformity of safety regulation, but it then expressly authorized states to adopt laws, regulations, and orders with respect to subject matters not covered by federal regulation. 15 It also expressly authorized states to adopt laws, regulations, and orders that were more stringent than federal regulation of a subject matter, so long as the state regulation was necessary to address a local problem, was not incompatible with federal regulation, and did not unreasonably burden interstate commerce. 16 As has been the case under other safety statutes, an issue arose as to whether the reference to state "laws, regulations, and orders" included state tort law. The Supreme Court answered that question in CSX Transp., Inc. v. Easterwood, 17 in which it held, over the contrary arguments of the United States as amicus curiae, that state common law fell within the terms "law, rule, regulation, or order related to railroad safety," relying on its earlier preemption decision in Cippollone v. Liggett Group, Inc. 18 The effect of that decision was to preempt most state tort law claims resulting from injuries caused by railroads. Nevertheless, despite that opinion, the United States continued to assert via amicus curiae briefs that the preemption provision of the FRSA should be read narrowly with respect to state common law claims. 19 Not until the administration of George W. Bush did the FRA aggressively push the idea that the FRSA's preemption provision reached beyond state positive law to also encompass state common law. Following a trend begun in other agencies, the FRA included language in the preambles of its regulations purporting to preempt all "state requirements covering the same subject matter," including common law. 20 This practice continued up until the last days of the administration, injecting the preemption claims into several FRA rules finalized late in 2008 and early in 2009.
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The Truth About Torts: Regulatory Preemption at the FRA In 2002 a train derailed in Minot, North Dakota, releasing more than 220,000 gallons of anhydrous ammonia and exposing the town to a toxic cloud. A subsequent NTSB investigation revealed that joints used to temporarily repair a portion of the railroad had fractured. The factures had caused the rails to break apart, thereby leading to the train's derailment. FRA regulations mandate that temporary joints can be in place for only a couple of months, but the joints involved were 22 months old at the time of the accident. The injured parties claimed that the railroad's inspection and maintenance program failed to detect the old and deteriorated temporary joints, which allowed the rails to break. In one of the state proceedings brought after the derailment, the defendant railroad company even admitted liability. However, two federal district courts hearing the cases of people injured in the incident ruled that precedent dictated that the FRSA preempted state tort law claims.
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They held that state common law negligence claims were preempted regardless of whether the railroad met the requirements of the regulations, because the FRA had promulgated regulations establishing inspection protocol. Laws, regulations, and orders related to railroad safety and laws, regulations, and orders related to railroad security shall be nationally uniform to the extent practicable. A State may adopt or continue in force a law, regulation, or order related to railroad safety or security until the Secretary of Transportation (with respect to railroad safety matters), or the Secretary of Homeland Security (with respect to railroad security matters), prescribes a regulation or issues an order covering the subject matter of the State requirement. A State may adopt or continue in force an additional or more stringent law, regulation, or order related to railroad safety or security when the law, regulation, or order--(1) is necessary to eliminate or reduce an essentially local safety or security hazard; (2) is not incompatible with a law, regulation, or order of the United States Government; and (3) does not unreasonably burden interstate commerce.
The
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Section 1528 of the 9/11 Act amended the title of § 20106 from "National Uniformity of Regulation" to "Preemption", moving the section quoted above to subsection (a) and adding subsection (b), titled "Clarification regarding State law causes of action" providing for a separate savings clause provision for state tort law:
(b) Clarification regarding State law causes of action.--(1) Nothing in this section shall be construed to preempt an action under State law seeking damages for personal injury, death, or property damage alleging that a party--(A) has failed to comply with the Federal standard of care established by a regulation or order issued by the Secretary of Transportation (with respect to railroad safety matters), or the Secretary of Homeland Security (with respect to railroad security matters), covering the subject matter as provided in subsection (a) of this section;
The Truth About Torts: Regulatory Preemption at the FRA (B) has failed to comply with its own plan, rule, or standard that it created pursuant to a regulation or order issued by either of the Secretaries; or (C) has failed to comply with a State law, regulation, or order that is not incompatible with subsection (a)(2).
(2) This subsection shall apply to all pending State law causes of action arising from events or activities occurring on or after January 18, 2002. 26 Subsection (b) clearly addresses the rail accident that occurred on January 18, 2002, in Minot, North Dakota, but it also applies to any state-based negligence claim brought against a railroad following the Minot derailment. Congress explained that the provision was intended to clarify "what State law causes of action for personal injury, death or property damage are not preempted."
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The FRA recorded these changes in new federal regulations that took effect on April 14, 2008 . 28 Contrary to what would be inferred from a plain reading of Section 1528, in the final regulations, the FRA summarized Congress's clarifying amendment as having "broad" preemptive effect with "exceptions rare," and generally preempting "any State law -whether statutory or common law -and any State regulation, rule, or order, that concerns the same subject matter as the regulations in the rule."
29 Instead of heeding congressional instructions, the FRA promoted preemption as the presumptive course of action.
Preemption in the Courts After Congressional Clarification
After the enactment of the preemption clarification in the 9/11 Act, railroad attorneys mounted a broad attack on the legislation, designed to protect their clients from potential liability for negligence. Immediately following passage of the preemption amendment, attorneys representing the railroad in the Minot accident asserted that Congress' amendment of the FRSA's preemption provision was unconstitutional. 30 The Eighth Circuit rebuffed this argument and instead remanded the claims to the lower courts, allowing the injured parties the right to be heard. The court explained, "Victims of railroad accidents must still prove their cases in court. Prior to the amendment, Section 20106 had been interpreted in such a way that an injured person was denied the mere chance to hold a railroad accountable when its negligence not only violated state common law standards, but the very federal laws and regulations approved by Congress in an effort to further railroad safety." 31 The Supreme Court denied hearing an appeal, so in subsequent cases, railroad attorneys have advanced the narrower argument that Section 1528 did not effect a substantive change, nor did it overrule the preemption analysis in Easterwood. 32 Several lower court decisions have followed this line of reasoning, finding that if Congress had wanted to overrule the two landmark Supreme Court cases, it would have done so expressly or chosen to adopt in the final bill a proposal advanced in the House of Representatives to eliminate all federal preemption of state law claims except in the case of impossibility. , in which the court acknowledged that even though there was a federal requirement pertaining to protective devices to be installed at crossings, that requirement did not impose a federal standard of care under which the railroad had to comply. 34 The impact of the case, which seems to misinterpret the Easterwood holding, is not clear.
These decisions call into question the effect of Section 1528 of the 9/11 Act in protecting public safety. In the next section, we discuss why it is important to keep tort law.
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Railroad Safety is Best Achieved by a Complementary System of Tort Law and Regulatory Standards
Rail safety is a huge job that affects not only railway employees and passengers, but also the communities through which the track passes. The complementary system of federal regulations and enforcement, state and local laws, including enforcement under state control, and the industry's own monitoring are necessary for a comprehensive safety program. State common law is an essential component of this safety scheme. As the FRA tackles the mandate for augmented passenger and high speed railways in the coming years, stress on the system will undoubtedly increase, demanding the broadest possible system of public protection. But, by its own admission, the FRA has pursued a very limited course of regulation, relying on industry to carry out appropriate operating rules and stating in only the broadest terms how railroads should train their employees and create and administer safety plans. 35 Below, we explain why common law provides a necessary complement to FRA regulation.
A Resource-Starved Agency
The FRA is a relatively small agency compared to the industry that it regulates. As of July 2006, the FRA employed 657 full-time and part-time safety staff, including approximately 400 inspectors in its regional, district, and local offices. In contrast, the railroad industry employs about 235,000 people. 36 Due to resource constraints, inspections by the FRA cover only about two percent of railroads' operations each year. 37 Often, local police investigators and the attorneys for the accident victims investigate grade crossing accidents more thoroughly than the FRA or railroad investigators. 38 Inspections are normally conducted only at specific sites in limited, identified safety areas.
The FRA primarily takes a "cooperative" approach to regulatory enforcement. Its policy has been simply to encourage railroads to come into compliance voluntarily whenever an inspector discovers a "defect"-that is, a violation of some regulatory requirement. 39 For instances when a railroad fails to come into compliance or an identified defect is serious, the FRA has developed "focused enforcement" methods, which target areas with the greatest potential safety benefits, considering a number of factors such as the seriousness of the violation, potential safety hazard, and the railroad's overall compliance. 40 The FRA is authorized to negotiate civil penalties with the railroads, and uses these penalties as its primary enforcement tool, settling claims annually. 41 A minimum civil penalty is $500. The statutory fine for rail safety violations was just increased to $25,000. And penalties for grossly negligent or repeated violations are capped at $100,000. Both penalties pale in comparison to the railroads' billions of dollars of operating revenue, 42 and an oversight audit Enforcement can only occur when a violation or deficiency is detected, but FRA inspections are significantly under-resourced, too. For track conditions, FRA inspectors conduct the inspections on foot or with its three automated track inspection vehicles. But even with all of these functioning optimally, the FRA estimates that it can inspect only about 100,000 miles of track annually -less that half the nation's total. 44 The FRA also relies on the railroads to assist in inspecting track for compliance. However, the railroad industry's motives may not always put safety first: One railway's accident investigation manual cautioned investigators to limit the degree and extent to which they document "inflammatory evidence." 45 The Rail Safety Improvement Act of 2008 brings hope that more governmental resources will be devoted to rail safety, as it calls for an increase of 200 FRA employees from 2009 through 2013, clarifies that the primary mission of the FRA is to ensure safety on the nation's railways, creates a new Chief Safety Officer, increases penalties for violations of safety laws, and gives the FRA more enforcement tools. 46 The FRA continues to face serious challenges in improving rail safety, yet at the same time it shuts out a key partner in protecting citizens when it preempts state law.
An Agency Captured
Lacking the resources it needs to adequately regulate the railroad industry, the FRA often behaves more like an equal partner with industry than a regulator. Consensus approaches designed to improve rulemaking serve instead as roadblocks. The problem of the "revolving door" is rampant at the FRA, as officials hired to regulate the industry position themselves to get lucrative positions within it once they leave public service. Meanwhile, safety rules languish, and the industry stagnates instead of leading the way with technological innovation.
In 1996, to assist it with its rulemaking, the FRA created the Railroad Safety Advisory Committee (RSAC), adopting a consensus-based approach to rulemaking that has resulted in slowing down the rulemaking process. The RSAC membership comprises representatives from a variety of different stakeholders interested in U.S. railroad safety, including the U.S. federal government, state and local government agencies, agencies responsible for railroad safety in Mexico and Canada, the railroad industry, manufacturers of chemicals and other potentially hazardous cargo, labor unions, and passenger safety advocates. 47 The RSAC rulemaking process seeks to include all segments of the rail community in developing safety regulations and early in its existence received favorable assessments for being more inclusive with its collaborative approach. But more recently, the FRA has been criticized for its inconsistency in using the RSAC process to address safety issues and, when it does, for not having the resources to support the extensive, time-consuming consensus-based process.
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Since its creation, RSAC has only taken on 30 "tasks" related to rulemaking and has completed just over half. 49 RSAC Working Group recommendations proceed to the full RSAC committee only with consensus among stakeholders-a process that is often lengthy.
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For example, RSAC received the task to reduce human factor-caused train accident/incidents on May 18, 2005; the FRA did not issue the final rule until more than three years later, on June 16, 2008.
51 During this three-year period, however, the RSAC Working Group failed to reach a consensus recommendation, and the FRA developed a final rule only after it had elected to forge ahead with traditional rulemaking proceedings. As this example illustrates, rather than assisting with rulemaking process, it appears that RSAC frequently serves as little more than a way station where stakeholders wrangle to achieve consensus, permitting the FRA to proceed slowly on an issue when it wants. It also appears that RSAC is not living up to its promise of making the FRA's rulemaking process more participatory. The FRA may choose to listen to RSAC recommendations or not. Moreover, the FRA has undertaken several other significant regulatory actions without involving RSAC at all.
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RSAC's Working Groups focus on select issues and rarely, if ever, take on broad analysis of the rule (e.g., its federalism implications). For example, during deliberation on the rule on human factor-caused train accident/incidents, the only two RSAC voting members with a state connection-the American Association of State Highway & Transportation Officials and the Association of State Rail Safety Managers-did not raise concerns about preemption during the RSAC consultation process, because the focus of the deliberation was very narrow. Nor did state and local governments file formal comments when the rule was proposed almost two year earlier. 53 Meanwhile, for another rule being finalized at approximately the same time, the FRA chose not to consult RSAC, but instead sought the opinion of OMB as to the rule's preemptive effect. The FRA's attorneys exchanged several emails with OMB seeking approval of the preemption language it included in the preamble. 54 These examples suggest that the RSAC rulemaking process, which creates a dangerous avenue for potential agency capture, is not even a useful tool for reaching consensus on the difficult policy questions that it was designed to answer. Recent instances of high-level FRA officials joining the industry they once regulated are also troubling. In 2004, the FRA's Chief Safety Official accepted a position with a railway company for $324,000 in salary, bonuses, and stock options just days after visiting its headquarters to discuss its continuing safety problems. 55 More recently, Joseph H. Boardman left his post as the FRA Administrator to become president and CEO of Amtrak where he already served as a director on its board. 56 Even before he left the public sector though, Boardman gave testimony at a March 5, 2008, congressional subcommittee hearing that was more befitting of a railroad CEO than the FRA Administrator. In his testimony, Boardman touted the value of voluntary private investment by industry for achieving greater railroad safety, while simultaneously downplaying the role that regulation had to play. The Truth About Torts: Regulatory Preemption at the FRA implement relatively well-established safety technologies such as "positive train control" (PTC technology), much less "lead the way" with newer safety technology innovations. Many experts believe that PTC technology-a sort of auto-pilot system that is designed to take over if a railroad operator fails to slow or stop when a signal indicates that such action is necessary-could have prevented the deadly train crash in Los Angeles on September 11, 2008, when a commuter train and freight train collided. 58 The FRA touts its "accelerated efforts" to deploy PTC use since 2001, but not until 2005-the first time in 20 years-did it rewrite the regulation covering signals and train controls. 59 PTC technology now sits with RSAC; the FRA assigned it as a task at the end of 2008, and it was assigned to an RSAC Working Group in April 2009.
Human error and track defects cause the majority of all train accidents. Over the last few years though, human error has caused most of the serious accidents involving the release of hazardous material. Accordingly, safety demands greater acceleration in implementing PTC technology, which, as explained above, can be used to avert accidents that result from human error. Barry Sweedler, a former Director of the NTSB Office of Safety Recommendations and Accomplishments, commented on the Los Angeles crash, blaming the lack of progress in PTC Technology on political pressure brought by railroads on Congress and the FRA. 60 Sweedler bemoaned, "There are railroad executives and Federal Railroad Administration people who are in effect willing to accept a number of these types of crashes each year." 61 Without the overseeing agency or Congress pushing the railroad industry to modernize its safety technology, only the litigation related to these catastrophic accidents is likely to spur such advancements.
A Lack of Regulatory Accountability
Inspections and enforcement are not the only areas wanting at the FRA; a failure in accountability begins with the FRA's regulatory program, which is often ineffective at ensuring that railroad companies take the necessary 
Primary causes of train accidents (2005)
Source: GAO analysis of FRA data.
*Interaction of lateral and vertical forces refers to a specific type of accident that occurs when a lateral, or sideways, force exceeds vertical force, or gravity, by 50% or more. Lateral force may be caused by travel through curves and alignment imperfections in the track. **This miscellaneous category of accidents causes contains a number of subcategories, none of which exceeds 1.5 percent. steps for achieving greater safety. In developing safety regulations for railroads, the FRA sometimes establishes detailed, prescriptive minimum requirements for track and equipment, such as wheel safety requirements or formulas that determine maximum allowable speeds on curved track. Some other FRA regulations, however, are less prescriptive in nature, allowing railroads greater flexibility to determine how to comply with a given safety standard, provided that they meet certain conditions. 62 For example, FRA regulations permit (but do not require) railroads to employ PTC technology 63 instead of using traditional signaling systems. The railroads must develop a railroad safety program plan demonstrating that the proposed PTC technology will meet or exceed the safety level of a traditional signaling system. They may not implement the PTC technology until the FRA has approved the railroad safety program plan. 64 Similarly, railroads enjoy great flexibility in how they implement certain required safety programs, such as accident reporting programs and roadway worker protection plans. 65 In either case though, the FRA often must depend on companies to achieve compliance with these regulations voluntarily. As explained above, the FRA largely follows a cooperative approach to regulatory enforcement, and, as a result, the FRA's inspectors do not cite these companies for every regulatory defect they discover. Instead, in most cases, they merely try to encourage them to come into compliance voluntarily. The relatively small civil penalties that railroads face for major defects or failing to come into compliance provide them with little incentive to improve their safety records.
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As explained above, human error has been responsible for most of the serious accidents involving the release of hazardous material in the last several years. But not until the 2005 catastrophic railway accident in Graniteville, South Carolina, did the FRA take regulatory action. Authorities blamed human error for the accident in which the released chlorine gas killed nine; 5,400 people had to be evacuated from the surrounding area for nine days; 554 people went to the hospital complaining of respiratory difficulties, of which 75 were admitted for treatment; and property damage of track and railway vehicles exceeded
The Truth About Torts: Regulatory Preemption at the FRA $6.9 million. The FRA responded by promulgating railroad operating rules "to remedy shortcomings in the railroads' rules or to emphasize the importance of compliance and to provide FRA a more direct means of promoting compliance." 66 The FRA acknowledged that much greater accountability on the part of railroad management was needed because the traditional course of relying upon industry to implement its own suitable railroad operating rules was insufficient. 67 A more robust regulatory program would promote better accountability, but the FRA also lacks measures to evaluate the effectiveness of its enforcement program, to track broad scale compliance problems, and to determine how well railroads are managing safety risks throughout their systems that could lead to accidents or after an accident has occurred. From 2000 through 2004, the FRA investigated only 13 percent of the most serious crossing collisions-those resulting in three or more fatalities and/or severe injuries. The FRA did not investigate the remaining 329 crossing collisions, which resulted in a total of 159 fatalities and 1,024 injuries. 68 In contrast, the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) conducted on-site investigations of 1,382, or 93 percent, of the 1,484 general aviation accidents that FAA had responsibility for investigating in 2004. 69 In addition to the inadequate percentage of investigations conducted, there are huge gaps in the actual reporting of accidents and potential safety violations. The FRA rationalizes its record by explaining that the NTSB is the lead agency responsible for investigating railroad accidents. The NTSB, however, typically investigates only the high-profile grade crossing collisions-a total of seven from 2000 through 2004-and the FRA often ignores the NTSB's recommendations or prolongs related rulemakings for years.
70 These shortcomings in the FRA's measures for investigating railway accidents will inhibit the agency's ability to improve safety and forestall repeated mistakes.
The FRA also relies on the railroads to help report accidents to the National Response Center (NRC), but this too is deficient. The Department of Transportation's Inspector The Truth About Torts: Regulatory Preemption at the FRA General found that during a period of a little over 18 months, 21 percent of reportable grade crossing collisions were not reported to the NRC in a timely fashion. 71 These unreported accidents resulted in 116 fatalities, and when they were finally reported to the FRA, it was too late for federal authorities to assess whether they warranted a full investigation. 72 Inadequate information assessing the effectiveness of its current safety regulations or documenting factors in accidents hinders the FRA's ability to develop optimal safety regulations.
Corrective and Protective Justice
The fact that some FRA and railroad officials concede that a number of railway accidents affecting passengers and railroad employees will occur annually should not dictate that those who have been injured or lost loved ones should accept them as an inevitable fact of life. The principle that an injured party has the right to seek remedy from the injurer is part of the American rule of law. This idea is known as "corrective justice."
73 Corrective justice is the primary function of the common law of torts and is an important consideration in the preemption policy debate.
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Before it denies a person's right to present her case in court by preempting her claims, Congress should be absolutely certain that the regulatory agency is meeting its obligations. With its lack of resources and reliance on the industry it regulates, the FRA undoubtedly faces an uphill battle in that regard. Preservation of the corrective justice function of tort law ensures that those who are injured when regulatory gaps occur will have their day in court. The FRA preemption provision does not guarantee compensation to a person claiming injury; it only affords him the right to be heard when he can show that the railroad failed to comply with a federal regulation, one of its own rules made pursuant to a federal regulation, or any noncompeting state law.
In addition to corrective justice, which seeks to readjust wealth from the injuring party to the injured, protective justice is another important function of the common law of torts. By ensuring that potential defendants consider the prospect of liability in going about their activities, the protective justice function of tort law can deter those defendants from engaging in negligent conduct. 75 When federal regulatory standards preempt the common law, we lose the reinforcing role that state common law provides in deterring preventable train accidents. Preemption of common law assumes that the federal regulation is the best possible safety rule and that it is being properly carried out and enforced. The preceding discussion shows that this is not the case. With the incentive of common law rules, accidents may be prevented before they happen, affording protection that no amount of compensation could match. Certainly, protective justice is a more subtle benefit. Nevertheless, the importance of protective justice is great because it helps to ensure that the railroad industry will not shirk its responsibility to comply with federal requirements.
Conclusions and Recommendations
The FRA undeniably has a great responsibility in promoting and regulating safety throughout the railroad industry, an industry that began early in our nation's history and still holds prominence in the transportation field today. As passenger and high speed rail expands in the future, so too will the demand for superior safety. However, railway's importance and size should not dictate that it be an unaccountable to the federal safety agency that oversees it. The FRA will not improve its current failure in oversight without more resources and less reliance on the railroads to be their own regulator. Safety improvement depends upon a state common law as a complement to federal regulation. All three branches of government have reinforced this tenet: Congress with its amendment of the FRSA; the Supreme Court's denial to hear an appeal on allowing the Minot victims to proceed with their claims; and the Executive Branch with its Preemption Memorandum.
With a new presidential administration and a new leader at the agency, the FRA has the opportunity to promote the complementary roles of the tort and regulatory systems by taking the following actions: The federal government has erected an elaborate regulatory system to address a multitude of health, safety, and environmental issues. Every regulatory program created to address these issues is well complemented by a vigorous state tort law system, and the program created to promote railroad safety is certainly no exception. 
